Monuments Most Visited in Spain. In 2010, the Alhambra issued a press release that said that it was the monument most visited in Spain in 2009, with about 3 million visitors. It also said that the Sagrada Familia in Barcelona was next, and the third was the Prado Museum in Madrid. Charles III took the royal collections and tried to create one museum under one roof. It was his wife Maria Isabel de Braganza who influenced him in this decision because she was very interested in the idea of a museum. It has a huge assortment of art books, both in Spanish and English. There are also all sorts of quality art souvenirs. Another thing about the Thyssen is that it is a beautifully designed museum, with pink marble floors and warm colors on the walls.

Spain is teeming with museums housing masterpieces of both Spanish and International art. These museums are must visit destinations in Spain. From north to south, you'll find iconic works of art by the likes of Dali, Picasso, El Greco, Miro, and more. Some of these must see Spanish museums are housed in ancient palaces. Others are housed in architectural masterpieces by Frank Gehry or Richard Meier. the Prado Museum in Madrid Spain. Overview of the Best Art Museums in Spain. Here's my guide to the very best museums in Spain, for your Spanish bucket list. Some of these Spanish museums are world class. The Imperial Art Collection was instituted by supreme decree of Catherine the Great in 1764. Her personal collection was then housed in a wing of the Winter Palace known as the Hermitage. The Russian emperors who followed Catherine added extensively to the trove, acquiring entire collections of Western European painting, sculpture, objets d'art and archaeological monuments from the ancient cultures of Egypt, Greece, Rome and the East. Today, the Hermitage is one of the largest art museums in the world. Its collection (about 3 million pieces!) is spread across several buildings, two of which â– Want to improve your Spanish while soaking up interesting cultural knowledge through adventurous tales? Here are 10 classic Spanish books you've gotta read! Originally published in Portuguese (which is very similar to Spanish) in 1988, this novel features a shepherd from the Spanish region of Andalusia who seeks treasure in Egypt. A gypsy tells him there is treasure in the pyramids. This is his â€œPersonal Legendâ€ or life goal. Along the way, he meets others who help him try to achieve his destiny and learns many lessons.